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A generic tool to evaluate second quantization
Xinle Liu∗
Dept. of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Second quantization has been widely used in quantum mechanics and quantum chemistry, which
is trivial and error-prone for researchers. Fortunately it is a good candidate for automatic evaluation
with its simple, trivial and intrinsic iterative nature. This article presents an automatic and generic
tool for these kinds of evaluations. We believe it could be a helpful tool for scientists, and hope the
idea of automatic evaluation could be generalized to other equation derivations in the future.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
With development of modern computing powers, mas-
sive scale scientific computing has been feasible and pro-
viding new evidence and insights into understanding sci-
entific problems. Thus it is possible for computers to
perform more high-levels of calculations which has been
impossible in the past years, which could provide lots
of opportunities and driving forces for science. Second
quantization has been a basic tool to evaluate expressions
in quantum mechanics and mechanics, with electron cre-
ation (a+p ) and electron annihilation (ap) operators, with
basic identities [1]:


{ap, aq} = 0
{a+p , a
+
q } = 0
{a+p , aq} = δpq
(1)
In quantum chemistry, they could be evaluated at differ-
ent levels with Configuration Interactions (CI), together
with different levels of interaction which is reflected in
the number of the operators as well. When evaluating
one wavefunction interactions with another, there are
3 sources of operators, one from the bra wavefunction
(〈Ψ|), one from the ket wavefunction (|Ψ〉), and another
from the Hamiltonian matrix element, which could be
single electron operator, double electron operator, etc.
All together, there could be multiple operators involved
in the evaluation, and takes time to evaluate. With a
simple example of double electron operator with two CI
doubles wavefunction, there are 4 operators from each
of those 3 sources, leading to a total of 12 operators.
The evaluation of the final expression is trivial, time-
consuming and error prone for researchers. Fortunately,
the evaluation rule is very simple according to identity
Eq. 1, and two trivial terminal states with a vacuum state
[1]:
{
ap | > = 0
< | a+p = 0
(2)
where p could be any molecular orbital.
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II. ALGORITHM
Notation. Throughout this article,
ijklmn, abcd and pqrs denote occupied, virtual or
any molecular orbitals respectively, with the ground
state wavefunction as a reference. Also whenever an
index appears twice in an expression, it implies a sum
over this index.
In this section, we show how the program works for
evaluating expressions with lots of operator involved.
First we define a few identities that could be used to
simplify expressions, second the expression go through
iterations with those rules until no more operations are
possible, in the end, terms could be combined according
to their symmetric and antisymmetric properties.
A. Identities
There are a few identities that could be used to simplify
expressions with second quantization, starting with the
basic identities defined in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 in Sec. I, it is
pretty straightforward to show:
{
a+i |·〉 = 0
aa |·〉 = 0
(3)
where |·〉 is a shorthand notation for the ground state
wavefunction |ΦHF〉. With this equality, operators a
+
i
and aa should move towards the right hand side of ex-
pressions.
Similarly,
{
〈·| ai = 0
〈·| a+a = 0
(4)
implies that operators ai and a
+
a should move towards the
left hand side of expressions. Note that Eq. 4 is simply
the Hermitian Conjugate of Eq. 3.
There are other identities and definitions that could
be used for simplification, which depends on the symme-
try of Hamiltonian matrix elements, for single electron
Hamiltonian it reads as:
hpq = hqp (5)
2and for double electron Hamiltonian, it follows:
{
〈pq|rs〉 = 〈rs|pq〉 = 〈qp|sr〉 = 〈sr|qp〉
〈pq||rs〉 ≡ 〈pq|rs〉 − 〈pq|sr〉
(6)
B. Iterations
Next, depending on the iterative nature of evaluating
those operators, we present the flowchart for a automatic
and generic tool in this article.
The very first step is the iteration phase, for each op-
erator, to simplify the expression, operator should go
along a certain directions. With a+i as an example, since
a+i |· > is 0, and expressions with this pattern could be
removed from the iterations, a+i is supposed to swap po-
sition with its neighbors and go along to the right hand
side. Similarly, aa|· >= 0 means that aa should go along
to the right as well. On the other hand, < ·|ai = 0 and
< ·|a+a = 0 implies ai and a
+
a should go to the left hand
side. As long as there are ai, a
+
i , aa and a
+
a operators in
the expression, the iteration phase has not finished yet.
Algo. 1 shows the basic idea and how it is implemented
for one single iteration.
Algorithm 1: One step iteration for expressions in
second quantization.
Data: A single term to evaluate t.
Result: A list of terms with one step iteration:
could be 0, 1 or 2 terms.
if ∃o ∈ t that is supposed to move to the right then
Find out the first o from the right hand side;
if o is the first operator from the right then
return []; ⊲ 0 term;
else
return terms from swapping order of o and the
operator on the right or according to Eq. 1;
⊲ 1 or 2 terms depending on creation/ annihilation
types and whether δ term is 0;
end
else
if ∃o ∈ t that is supposed to move to the left then
Find out the first o from the left hand side;
if o is the first operator from the left then
return []; ⊲ 0 term;
else
return terms from swapping order of o and the
operator on the left ol according to Eq. 1;
⊲ 1 or 2 terms depending on creation/ annihilation
types and whether δ term is 0;
end
else
return t; ⊲ No operation;
end
end
Note that Iteration Phase won’t finish until all terms
are unchanged from the previous iteration.
C. Evaluation
With the iteration phase done in Sec. II B Second step
is the sort phase, which is optional and auxiliary to make
it convenient for the combination phase of same terms.
Next comes the merge or combination phase, which is
mainly to merge terms that are equivalent, e.g. 〈pq|rs〉
and 〈qp|sr〉, while it is able to remove any terms that
cancel each other as well. The very last step is to simplify
coefficients, which comes from δ functions for orbitals.
With this step, one can see clearly the anti-symmetric
pattern for wavefunctions.
Here is a flowchart of the algorithm:
Algorithm 2: Flowchart to evaluate expressions in
second quantization.
Data: A high level expression to evaluate t.
Result: A list of terms down to single and double
electron interactions.
⊲ Iteration phase;
terms = [t]
while True do
new terms = []
foreach term ∈ terms do
new terms.append(evaluate(term));
⊲ With one-step iteration defined in Algo. 1;
end
if terms == new terms then
break;
end
end
⊲ Sorting phase;
Sort terms according to their string representation;
⊲ Merge phase;
Merge terms that are equal;
⊲ Coefficient substitution;
Remove unnecessary δ terms and its substitution in
other parts of expressions;
III. RESULTS
In this section, we show the results of a few applications
of this algorithm, with a few typical expressions used in
quantum chemistry. Firstly it is the canonical evalua-
tion for neutral molecules, CI Singles (|Ψai 〉), CI Doubles
(
∣∣Ψabij 〉) with single electron Hamiltonian h1 = hpqa+p aq
and double electron Hamiltonian h2 = a
+
p a
+
q asar 〈pq|rs〉,
which could be used to verify its validity easily. More im-
portantly, it could be generalized to evaluate any inter-
actions, not only traditional neutral molecules, but also
cations with losing an electron from occupied orbital as
well as anions with an extra electron in the virtual or-
bital, etc.
3A. Singles
CI Singles (|Φai 〉) is the simplest, least expensive and
most widely used states to simulate molecular excited
states, on top of ground states (|ΦHF〉), we’ll start from
here.
For single electron Hamiltonian, it reads as the follow-
ing:
〈
Ψsingle
∣∣∣Oˆ1
∣∣∣Ψsingle
〉
=
+tbjt
a
i
〈
·
∣∣a+j aba+p aqa+a ai∣∣ ·〉hpq
= −taj t
a
i hij + t
b
i t
a
i hab + t
a
i t
a
i hmm
(7)
For double electron Hamiltonian, it follows:
〈
Ψsingle
∣∣∣Oˆ2
∣∣∣Ψsingle
〉
=
+0.5tbjt
a
i
〈
·
∣∣a+j aba+p a+q asara+a ai∣∣ ·〉 〈pq|rs〉 =
−tbjt
a
i 〈aj||bi〉 − t
a
j t
a
i 〈im||jm〉
+tbi t
a
i 〈am||bm〉+ 0.5t
a
i t
a
i 〈mn||mn〉
(8)
It’s easy to show that Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 together recovers
the canonical CIS energies.
B. Doubles
Though CI Singles approximation is normally enough
for molecular excited states [2], it is barely enough for
Charge Transfer states, as Subotnik et al shows in a se-
ries of research papers [3–7]. With this in mind, there
have been many ways to make corrections with CI sin-
gles, various perturbative and varational approaches have
been developed over the years, with exmaples of CIS(D)
[2], Coupled Cluser methods[8], OO-CIS [4], VOA-CIS
[5, 6]. In all those approaches at least double excita-
tions, i.e. CI Doubles, relative to the HF ground state
are involved. Following equations show the results for CI
doubles with single electron Hamiltonian:
〈
Ψdouble
∣∣∣Oˆ1
∣∣∣Ψdouble
〉
=
+tcdkl t
ab
ij
〈
·
∣∣a+l a+k adaca+p aqa+a a+b aiaj∣∣ ·〉hpq =
+tcdkl t
ab
ij a
+
l a
+
k adaca
+
p aqa
+
a a
+
b aiajhpq =
−tabil t
ab
ij hjl + t
ab
ki t
ab
ij hjk
+tabjl t
ab
ij hil − t
ab
kjt
ab
ij hik
+tadij t
ab
ij hbd − t
ad
ji t
ab
ij hbd
+tbail t
ab
ij hjl − t
ba
ki t
ab
ij hjk
−tbajl t
ab
ij hil + t
ba
kjt
ab
ij hik
−tcaij t
ab
ij hbc + t
ca
ji t
ab
ij hbc
−tbdij t
ab
ij had + t
bd
ji t
ab
ij had
+tcbij t
ab
ij hac − t
cb
ji t
ab
ij hac
+tabij t
ab
ij hkk − t
ab
ji t
ab
ij hkk
−tbaij t
ab
ij hkk + t
ba
ji t
ab
ij hkk
(9)
and with double electron Hamiltonian:〈
Ψdouble
∣∣∣Oˆ2
∣∣∣Ψdouble
〉
=
+0.5tcdkl t
ab
ij
〈
·
∣∣a+l a+k adaca+p a+q asara+a a+b aiaj∣∣ ·〉 〈pq|rs〉 =
+tabkl t
ab
ij 〈ij||kl〉 − t
ad
il t
ab
ij 〈bl||dj〉
+tadki t
ab
ij 〈bk||dj〉+ t
ad
jl t
ab
ij 〈bl||di〉
−tadkj t
ab
ij 〈bk||di〉 − t
ba
kl t
ab
ij 〈ij||kl〉
+tcail t
ab
ij 〈bl||cj〉 − t
ca
ki t
ab
ij 〈bk||cj〉
−tcajl t
ab
ij 〈bl||ci〉+ t
ca
kjt
ab
ij 〈bk||ci〉
+tbdil t
ab
ij 〈al||dj〉 − t
bd
kit
ab
ij 〈ak||dj〉
−tbdjl t
ab
ij 〈al||di〉+ t
bd
kjt
ab
ij 〈ak||di〉
−tcbil t
ab
ij 〈al||cj〉+ t
cb
kit
ab
ij 〈ak||cj〉
+tcbjl t
ab
ij 〈al||ci〉 − t
cb
kjt
ab
ij 〈ak||ci〉
+tcdij t
ab
ij 〈ab||cd〉 − t
cd
ji t
ab
ij 〈ab||cd〉
−tabil t
ab
ij 〈jm||lm〉+ t
ab
ki t
ab
ij 〈jm||km〉
+tabjl t
ab
ij 〈im||lm〉 − t
ab
kjt
ab
ij 〈im||km〉
+tadij t
ab
ij 〈bm||dm〉 − t
ad
ji t
ab
ij 〈bm||dm〉
+tbail t
ab
ij 〈jm||lm〉 − t
ba
ki t
ab
ij 〈jm||km〉
−tbajl t
ab
ij 〈im||lm〉+ t
ba
kjt
ab
ij 〈im||km〉
−tcaij t
ab
ij 〈bm||cm〉+ t
ca
ji t
ab
ij 〈bm||cm〉
−tbdij t
ab
ij 〈am||dm〉+ t
bd
ji t
ab
ij 〈am||dm〉
+tcbij t
ab
ij 〈am||cm〉 − t
cb
ji t
ab
ij 〈am||cm〉
+0.5tabij t
ab
ij 〈mn||mn〉 − 0.5t
ab
ji t
ab
ij 〈mn||mn〉
−0.5tbaij t
ab
ij 〈mn||mn〉+ 0.5t
ba
ji t
ab
ij 〈mn||mn〉
(10)
For CI Doubles, it shows the handiness of an automatic
and generic tool presented in this article, otherwise it is
∼ 100 pages of derivation manually!
C. Anions
Though second quantization has been widely used for
neutral molecules, it could be generalized for anions
a+a |ΦHF〉 and cations ai |ΦHF〉 as well, with very straight-
forward physical meanings for the ending expressions.
For single electron Hamiltonian, it follows:
tb
〈
·
∣∣∣abOˆ1a+a
∣∣∣ ·〉 ta =
+tbta
〈
·
∣∣aba+p aqa+a ∣∣ ·〉hpq =
+tbtahab + t
atahmm
(11)
Here, the first term results from adding an extra electron
in a virtual molecular orbitals, which is expected.
For double electron Hamiltonian, it reads:
tb
〈
·
∣∣∣abOˆ2a+a
∣∣∣ ·〉 ta =
+0.5tbta
〈
·
∣∣aba+p a+q asara+a ∣∣ ·〉 〈pq|rs〉 =
+tbta 〈am||bm〉+ 0.5tata 〈mn||mn〉
(12)
D. Cations
Similar to Sec. III C, we can generalize it to anions as
well with a clear explanation for those terms.
4For single electron Hamiltonian, it follows:
tj
〈
·
∣∣∣a+j Oˆ1ai
∣∣∣ ·〉 ti =
+tjti
〈
·
∣∣a+j a+p aqai∣∣ ·〉hpq =
−tjtihij + titia
+
p aqhpq
(13)
Here, the first term comes from losing an occupied elec-
tron in an occupied molecular orbital.
For double electron Hamiltonian, it reads:
tj
〈
·
∣∣∣a+j Oˆ2ai
∣∣∣ ·〉 ti =
+0.5tjti
〈
·
∣∣a+j a+p a+q asarai∣∣ ·〉 〈pq|rs〉 =
−tjti 〈im||jm〉+ 0.5titi 〈mn||mn〉
(14)
Also note that by combining Eq. 11 and Eq. 12, or Eq.
13 and Eq. 14, we’re able to recover Koopmans’ theo-
rem [9]. With more electrons involved, this generic tool
has the full flexibility and capability to generalize, which
would be much more helpful with those cases.
IV. CONCLUSION
Second quantization is widely used in quantum me-
chanics and quantum chemistry, to the best of authors
knowledge, however, there is no existing tool to do these
kinds of evaluation automatically. We believe this could
be a useful and handy tool for researchers and motivat-
ing new ideas in this fields in the coming years. More-
over, there are plenty of space for automatic evaluation
of equations in quantum mechanics [10, 11], a straightfor-
ward example would be the commonly text-book exam-
ple of perturbation theory to higher order terms, similar
patterns could be seen in many other equations as well.
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